UNIT 8: COURSE SUMMARY
Unit 8: Course Summary

Visuals

Your Notes

Review ICS-300 Course Objectives

Are you now able to:

- Describe how the NIMS Command and Management component supports the management of expanding incidents?
- Describe the incident/event management process for supervisors and expanding incidents as prescribed by ICS?
- Implement the incident management process on a simulated expanding incident?
- Develop an Incident Action Plan (IAP) for a simulated incident?

Taking the Exam

Instructions:

1. Take a few moments to review your Student Manuals and identify any questions.
2. Make sure that you get all of your questions answered prior to beginning the final test.
3. When taking the test... 
   - Read each item carefully.
   - Circle your answer on the test.

➤ You may refer to your Student Manuals when completing this test.

Feedback

Please complete:

- ICS Form 214 for the final day of training
- Overall Course Evaluation

Your Notes